existing ones, such as community mental health teams. It would appear that often the combined effect of uplift and ring-fenced new money for NSF targets does not exceed the losses owing to cash releasing efficiencies and cost pressures. The credibility of NIMHE will perhaps be enhanced if there are increases in funding that seem real to those on the ground, so that NIMHE regional development centres are working in a climate of overall service expansion rather than of stasis or even cut-backs.

Although the need for such an initiative can be questioned, now that it exists it is in the interests of mental health services, and of the people who use them, that NIMHE succeeds. Its early priorities should be to define and develop its relationships with the numerous agencies with which it must work, to manage expectations of what it can achieve, and how quickly, down to realistic levels and to win the hearts and minds of front-line staff.
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TOM BURNS AND JOCELYN CATTY
Mental health policy and evidence
Potentials and pitfalls

The NHS Plan (Department of Health, 2000) is a programme for major reform in the UK health services. The mental health component draws on the National Service Framework (NSF; Department of Health, 1999), which proposes radical changes based, wherever possible, on evidence. This emphasis on ‘evidence-based practice’ is a central plank of the NSF, with each section indicating and grading its evidence base. This is unusual and in many ways very welcome, as policy more usually precedes research (e.g. the deinstitutionalisation movement (Leff, et al, 2000)). The Government has justified these radical changes in structure, and in particular their detailed ‘micromanagement’ of these changes, on the grounds that the public has lost faith in community care.

Frank Dobson’s contention in parliament in 1998 that ‘care in the community [has] failed’ (Warden, 1998) has been much debated (Burns & Priebe, 1999; Johnson et al, 2001), but there is no doubt that public dissatisfaction persists, and is most marked around difficulties in prompt access to care during emergencies and loss to contact of some very severely ill individuals. This latter group of patients has been believed, quite wrongly (Taylor & Gunn, 1999), to be responsible for a rise in assaults on the public. To what extent these concerns stem from real deficiencies in the structure and practice of UK mental health practice is questionable. Dissatisfaction with access, however, is universal within the NHS and represents a very real funding and capacity deficit not restricted to mental health. Nevertheless, foreign professionals generally commend the simplicity, functionality and effective targeting on the severely mentally ill of UK community mental health practice, while remarking on our scandalously poor in-patient provision.

In such circumstances it is not surprising that the importance of the evidence base is emphasised. There appear, however, to be two significant problems with how this evidence is presented. First, evidence for ‘interventions’ is used to support ‘service structures’, in the form of specialised teams. Second, evidence for service structures is presented without adequate attention to context, detail or contradictory evidence.

Use of intervention study evidence
An example of the former is early intervention teams. There is growing evidence that a shorter ‘duration of untreated psychosis’ is associated with better outcomes (McGlashan, 1998; Waddington et al, 1998) although this is far from unequivocal (Barnes et al, 2000). The step is then taken of assuming that intervening earlier will produce better outcomes, particularly in protecting cognitive functioning and preventing vocational and social decline. This is a plausible assumption, but rather than testing it, the response is to propose that these outcomes can only be achieved by establishing a separate dedicated service, despite the lack of specific evidence of the effectiveness of such a service. While there are descriptions of such services (Birchwood et al, 1997), there has as yet been no rigorous UK demonstration of their advantage over current practice – a seemingly chauvinist concern of which more below.
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Service structure studies

The problems with community care studies of service structures have been increasingly recognised (Coid, 1994; Burns, 1999, 2000). Problems with studies of new start-up services, such as the effects of clinician enthusiasm and the possibility of non-sustainability that Coid (1994) has pointed to, are still pertinent. A new approach combining both natural and social science methodology has been advocated as more appropriate to mental health services than randomised controlled trials (RCTs) (Slade & Priebe, 2001). Even within traditional studies more meaningful results could be obtained by addressing two particular problems: defining the comparator and identifying active ingredients. These essential steps could then be enhanced with recourse to qualitative or organisational-level research. Both would require studies that are more, rather than less, rigorous.

Defining the comparator

This requires both understanding the context of the service studied and listing in a reasonably consistent manner the differences between it and the control service (often referred to as ‘treatment as usual’ or ‘standard care’) (Burns & Priebe, 1996). Without this how can studies be compared? None of us would accept an RCT reporting the advantages of an antipsychotic without a clear understanding of what it was compared to (placebo? other antipsychotic? at what doses?). Indeed, the current controversy around the evidence for newer antipsychotics is illuminating here – the argument being that some of their reported benefits may reflect excessive doses of older antipsychotic comparators (Geddes et al., 2000). Within community psychiatry services, the equivalent is to compare the experimental services with ‘treatment as usual’ where that ‘treatment as usual’ was recognised as failing.

Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) evidence seems to suggest that the quality of ‘treatment as usual’ may be responsible for the great differences in outcome sometimes reported in studies. Leaving aside the issue of how to distinguish between ACT and other types of case management, it is increasingly clear that the impressive advantages of ACT reported in the early studies (Stein & Test, 1980; Hoult, 1986) are simply not being repeated in later studies (Muijen et al., 1992; Thornicroft et al, 1998; UK700 Group, 1999). This is the case not just in the UK but also in the US (Drake et al., 1998; Mueser et al., 1998). One explanation advanced for this reduction in advantage is that the control services already contain several of the elements of the experimental service (Drake et al., 1998). They may not be so experimental anymore!

Identifying active ingredients

Defining different service models is far from straightforward. First, we are working with a plethora of similar sounding terms for services that may or may not be providing the same things (e.g. case management, care management; or ACT, assertive case management, assertive outreach, aggressive outreach). Second, any one term may mask a range of different service ingredients or components. This was tellingly illustrated by the article by Smyth and Hoult advocating ‘home treatment’ for patients with acute psychiatric disorders (Smyth & Hoult, 2000). Disingenuous use of terminology – such as the implication that the ACT service in Madison (Stein & Test, 1980) was a ‘crisis’ service (Burns, 2000) – seriously compromises any conclusions that could be drawn.

The greatest danger with studies of service models currently is that we may be constructing them in such a way that it is impossible to ascertain the really active ingredients: either because service components have not been noted or tested, or because there are too many confounders to determine the impact of any single one. The UK700 study (UK700 Group, 1999) was a rigorous (and rare) attempt to test a single component – case-load size – that is the single most commonly cited factor in successful community care. It was thus able to establish that reducing case-load size does not by itself improve outcomes for patients with severe mental illness.

In a recent systematic review (Catty et al, 2002; Burns et al, 2001) we attempted to analyse a wide range of studies of ‘home treatment’ (defined as community-based non-residential services) by service components rather than service label. Authors of 91 studies were followed up (with a 60% response rate) to ascertain systematically the components of the experimental and control services. These were generally inadequately presented in the published papers, particularly for the control services. Testing for associations between these components and the outcome of days in hospital, we found two components, ‘regularly visiting at home’ and ‘joint responsibility for health and social care’, to be associated with greater reductions in hospitalisation.

These two were part of a cluster of associated components in the experimental services – although no direct associations between the other components and hospitalisation were found.

This review illustrates both the problems with existing service structure research and the pitfalls involved in trying to reinterpret it, retrospectively, by means of meta-analysis. In analysing by service component rather than label, we were able to avoid the problems of the latter in an attempt to identify the active ingredients. It also led us to cast our net wide, including a range of heterogeneous services. This may have affected our hospitalisation meta-analysis, which found a greater reduction in hospitalisation (6 days per patient per month) for those studies tautologically using in-patient treatment as the control service than for those using community comparators (0.5 days) (Catty et al, 2002).

The follow-up to study authors was limited in that it provided fairly broadly defined features – such as ‘regularly visiting at home’ – which are difficult to interpret or operationalise. It did confirm, however, that over its 30-year period, control services have increasingly incorporated service features originally associated with the innovative ‘experimental’ services, with an increase
in the proportion of treatment delivered at home and multi-disciplinary working (Burns et al., 2001).

The local (national) context

The need to define service components systematically and prospectively is made abundantly plain from this review and applies equally to the comparator services as the experimental ones. Yet this is not the whole answer to understanding service context. Organisational and cultural differences, particularly internationally, will have as great an impact and may be still harder to measure and interpret. The research hierarchy that favours RCTs as the ‘gold standard’ threatens to obscure the value of organisational and qualitative work. The latter may of course be incorporated into any study – including the RCT – so that its findings may be more meaningfully interpreted.

In blindly clinging to the RCT while ignoring its problems for service structure research, we may be throwing out the baby with the bathwater. After years of steady evolution of service models that provide simplicity and continuity of care (both over time and across functions, with multi-disciplinary teams including social workers) we face a shift to services that, although more targeted, are also fragmented and much more staff-intensive. The evidence for this shift is provided by studies that failed to control for, or measure, the active ingredients that really distinguished the experimental and control services they reported, let alone their wider context.

Lost opportunities

Misunderstandings over the implications of study findings are in themselves no bad thing. They provoke essential debates and controversies over interpretation of results. Such debates are the motor of intellectual curiosity and intellectual development, and they provoke essential debates and controversies over interpretation of results. Some of the resultant changes may prove successful but we should not kid ourselves that they are without cost. This includes the disruption of many currently successful community mental health team (CMHT) services.

There are other lost opportunities here. If the policy prescription were for the delivery of accepted evidence-based treatments (e.g. clozapine for resistant schizophrenia (Kane et al., 1995) or behaviour family management in psychosis (Mari & Streiner, 1994)) rather than service delivery structures that may or may not deliver them, then we would surely achieve concrete benefits for our patients.

We may also be missing the opportunity to tighten up how multi-disciplinary teams function. There is undoubtedly unacceptable variation and inefficiency in this, given the many competing forces in such teams. Indeed it is quite possible that inadequacies in the implementation of the CMHT model, rather than failings in the model itself, may have stimulated the searches for alternatives. Without attention to these implementation problems (leadership, active case-load management, boundary disputes) we risk simply replicating, or even exaggerating them, in a plethora of new specialised teams. Finally, as these changes go hand in hand with significant investment in mental health services, we lose the opportunity to make confident judgements about their success or otherwise. We are trapped into committing the cardinal scientific error of altering two major variables at the same time.
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